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ABSTRACT

Every day consumers encounter prefixed brand names (e.g., iTunes, iBook, iPod). This paper examines how consumers respond to these prefixed brand names from a categorization perspective. Psychologists have suggested that consumers' categorization judgments are primarily determined by feature similarity and the diagnosticity of these features. The current research extends this weighted similarity theory by proposing that consumers' estimations of feature similarity and diagnosticity are not fixed, but dynamic. The results of the first two studies establish (1) that more perceptual category features are processed earlier and that these initial judgments may bias consumers' perception of less perceptual features; and (2) that consumers tend to assign higher (lower) diagnosticity (i.e., weight) to features they are familiar (unfamiliar) with. The result of the third experiment further demonstrates that the more a prefixed brand name e.g., ThinkShot is classified to a master brand's category, e.g., IBM, the more likely the consumers' brand knowledge (e.g., evaluation criteria, price, affect) that is associated with that master brand will be transferred to the prefixed brand. Implications for categorization research, brand leveraging and trademark infringement are discussed.
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